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We consider V-categories where V is a symmetric monoidal closed category, and we write 
4 * T for the colimit of T : X+ 91 indexed by 4 : X (” + V, where X is small. Let @ be a class of 
such indexing types (X, 4), and write @ * for the class of indexing types (2, +) such that every 
@-cocomplete d is $-cocomplete and every @-cocontinuous functor is $-cocontinuous. We 
show that + E [$“‘, V] lies in @* if and only if it lies in the @-colimit closure of 2 in [Bop, V], 
and characterize those @ for which @* = @. 
1. Introduction 
The following rather natural question does not seem to have been addressed. 
Given a class A of small categories, we say that a category ~4 is A-cocornplete if it 
admits all A-colimits, in the sense that each T: X* Se with X E A has a colimit. 
When & and 93 are A-cocomplete (we do not use the term otherwise) we say that 
H : d + 93 is A-cocontinuous if it preserves all A-colimits. When A is a singleton 
{$}, we say 2-cocomplete and so on. When A consists of all small categories, we 
say cocomplete and cocontinuous. 
Question A. For which small categories 9 is every A-cocomplete ~4 also 
$-cocomplete and every A-cocontinuous H : d+ 52 also $-cocontinuous? 
There is a related question, clearly less natural for practical purposes, which 
omits the cocontinuity requirement: 
Question A’. For which small categories 2 is every A-cocomplete ~4 also 
9-cocomplete? 
Perhaps surprisingly, the answer to Question A’ is the same as that to Question 
A. 
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The questions become mathematically precise, of course, only when we take a 
settled view of the foundations. We work in ZFC with the hypothesis that 
arbitrarily large inaccessible cardinals exist; or equally that every set belongs to 
some universe. By a small set we mean one belonging to some chosen universe. 
The morphisms of a category ~4 always form a set; we call &? small if this set is 
small, and we call it locally small if each horn-set d(A, B) is small. The totality of 
small categories is itself a set; and in calling the set A above a class we are merely 
using a stylistic variant. 
We can clearly pose corresponding questions in the context of enriched 
categories, as a general reference for which we use the second author’s book [5]. 
It has long been recognized that, in the enriched context, the classical ‘conical’ 
colimits no longer suffice, and must be replaced by the indexed colimits of [5, 
Chapter 31, whose definition we now recall. 
We consider as in [5] a (symmetric monoidal) closed category ?‘-, whose tensor 
product, unit object, and internal-horn are @‘, I, and [ , 1, and whose underlying 
ordinary category V,, is locally small, complete, and cocomplete. Except where 
emphasis is needed, we use ‘category’ for ‘V-category’, and so on. When 7 is the 
category Set of small sets, a V-category is just a locally-small ordinary category. 
A “Ir-category X has always a set of objects, and is small when this set is small; 
this reduces to the usual notion of smallness when “1’ = Set. The indexing type for 
a colimit-we consider only small colimits in the present context-is a small 
“Ir-category X together with a ‘V-functor 4 : .Xop-+ “Ir; and the 4-indexed colimit 
of T: X+ d, if it exists, is the object 4 * T of & providing a representation 
d(c#~ * T, A) = [X0’, Y](+, d(T-, A)). (1.1) 
Given now a class @ of such indexing types, we say that d is @-cocomplete if it 
admits all @-colimits, in the sense that 4 * T exists for each 4 : Xop + T in @ and 
each T: .‘X+ d. When L&? and 93 are @-cocomplete, we say that H: ~44 93 is 
O-cocontinuous if it preserves all @-colimits, in the sense of [5, Section 3.21. 
(When @ consists of all (small) indexing types, we say simply cocomplete and 
cocontinuous.) Now the analogue of Question A is 
Question B. For which indexing types $ : 9 Op-+ Y is every @-cocomplete &? also 
+-cocomplete and every @-cocontinuous H : s4 + 93 also +cocontinuous? 
Again there is a less natural modification: 
Question B’. For which indexing types I+!J: 9 Op -3 7f is every @-cocomplete & also 
JI-cocomplete? 
We have a fully satisfactory answer to Question B. Regard 9 as a full 
subcategory of [Bop, V] via the Yoneda embedding, and write @( 8) C [ $Op, “Ir] 
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for the closure of 9 in [,$ Op, “Ir] under @-colimits. We shall prove 
Theorem 1.1. II, E [$“‘, ‘V] answers to Question B if and only if it lies in @( 8). 
Such I,!J constitute a class @* of indexing types, and clearly ( )* is a closure 
operation. We observe below that the cfosed classes @ (those with @* = @) are 
precisely the classes considered by Betti [l] under the name families of coverings. 
(Betti operates in a still more general context, replacing the closed category ‘V by 
a biclosed bicategory, which greatly enhances the scope of his results, and enables 
him to exhibit a Grothendieck topology as a family of coverings. If we restrict 
ourselves here to the case of a closed ?‘” as above, it is because this case has been 
more fully discussed in the literature, so that everything we need is at hand; and 
because there is little doubt that our results extend virtually unchanged to Betti’s 
richer but more complicated situation.) 
Those Cc, which answer to Question B’ form a class @’ > @ *, and again ( )+ is 
clearly a closure operation. Somewhat surprisingly to us, @+ is again a family of 
coverings in Betti’s sense: @ ’ * = Q, ‘. We have various reductions of the condition 
CF, E @ ‘, but nothing remotely like the simple criterion for + E @* given by 
Theorem 1.1. Accordingly, we do not know whether Qit = @ *, even when 
V” = Set. These results on @+, however, suffice to prove that Question A’ has the 
same answer as Question A. 
This brings us back to the case V = Set of locally-small ordinary categories. In 
this case, the classical colimit of T: 5Y+ s& is (obviously) expressible as the 
indexed colimit 
colimT=Al*T, (1.2) 
where Al : Xop + Set is the functor constant at 1 E Set; when we write such an 
equation as (1.2), we mean that either side exists if the other does. On the other 
hand, an indexing type 4 : 3Yop + Set corresponds to a discrete fibration d : A’+ X 
with X small, and by [5, (3.34)] we have 
4 * T = colim(Nh’-;: X7 &) . (1.3) 
Accordingly cocompleteness of the ‘Y-category d when 7’” = Set coincides with 
cocompleteness of d in the classical sense; and similarly for cocontinuity. 
We should note that Question B, when “Ir = Set, when @ is a class of small 
indexing types, and when Ic, is a small indexing type, can be asked without 
requiring &, or & and 3, to be locally small. Although & and 6%’ are then not 
Set-categories, the answer is still given by Theorem 1.1. For SQ and %’ are 
SET-categories where SET 3 Set is the category of sets in some higher universe. 
Since Set is closed in SET under small colimits, and hence under small indexed 
colimits, [$Op, Set] is closed under the latter in [,$“‘, SET]. Thus @( 9;) C 
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[5p “4 Set] C [$“‘, SET] is the closure of ,$ in [$O’, SET] under @-colimits; and we 
may now apply Theorem 1.1 with V = SET. 
It follows that the special case of Theorem 1.1, in which @ is the class of 
Al:.X’-+Set for XXEA and glrisAl:$ *Set, contains the answer to Question A: 
Theorem 1.2. 2 answers to Question A if and only if Al : 2 Op + Set lies in the 
clusure of 8; in [$“‘, Set] under A-co~~~~ts. [rl 
Even when “Ir = Set, however, Question B is a strictly wider one than Question 
A - the indexed colimits having a wider scope than the classical conical ones, in 
spite of formula (1.3) above. That formula expresses an individual indexed 
colimit 4 * T as a classical one; but does not reduce 4cocompleteness of & to 
X-cocompleteness. It reduces it, rather, to the existence of colim S only for such 
S : X-+ d as factorize through d : X -+ .tK; which is quite a different thing. 
In general, given an indexing type 4 : Y’+ Set, there is no class A of small 
categories such that A-cocompleteness coincides with 4-cocompleteness. For 
example, let 1 be the unit category and let 4 = 2: lop+ Set, so that 4 * A for 
A : l-+ .FZ is the coproduct A + A, and a 4-cocomplete & is one admitting such 
coproducts. The objects of 4($) C [,$O*, Set] are the copowers 2”. $(-, j) of 
representables. Al is such a copower only if n = 0 and i is a terminal object of 8;. 
Since every T : 3 + d has a colimit when dp has a terminal object, it follows from 
Theorem 8.5 below that there are IZQ non-trivial conical colimits admitted by 
every 4-cocomplete category. 
Again, let YC be the free category on the graph *-+ - +- , and let 4 : Xop+ Set 
send this to 1 CO+ 1, where 1 is the singleton and 0 is the empty set. Then if 
T: X--+ d corresponds to the diagram A-+ C +-- B, the colimit 4 * T is A + B; 
and a 4-cocomplete .& is one that admits the coproduct A + B whenever, for 
some C, there are maps A -+ C and B+ C. The objects of 4(B) C [$“', Set] are 
those finite non-empty coproducts $(-, ii) + * * 1 + 8;(-, j,) of representables 
such that, for some k E 8;, there are maps k+ ji for each i. Since Al has this form 
only if p = 1 and i, is terminal in 8, it is again the case that there are no 
non-trivial conical colimits admitted by every 4-cocomplete category. 
2. Some remarks on preservation of colimits 
To show that H: &+ !% preserves the colimit 4 * T in Se, it is not enough to 
exhibit an isomorphism 4 * HT-+H(4* T); it is (see [5, Section 3.21) the 
canonical comparison map that must be proved invertible. The following lemmas 
are designed to make this precision painless in our considerations below. 
For small YC we abbreviate [X0*, y] to PYL. Let the colimits 4 * T and 4 * HT 
both exist, where 4 E PTG, T: X+ d, and H: &-+ %‘. The action of H on 
horn-objects yields a map F’Yl(4, d(T-, A))+ l?Yi74, ?Z(HT-, HA)), and hence 
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a map A(+ * T, A) + %(&, * WT, HA), which corresponds by Yoneda to a map 
H’: 4 * NT-+ H(c$ * T). Clearly H’, on its domain of definition, is natural in 
$, T, and H. If we also have J: 9 -+ % and the existence of 4 * JHT, it is easy to 
see that 
(2-l) 
+*JHT > JH(&*T) 
(IN )’ 
commutes. We say that H preserves the colimit St, * T if 4 * HT exists and H’ is 
invertible. By the naturality of H’, if H preserves (1, * T so does any isomorph of 
H. From (2.1) we get 
Lemma 2.1. If H preserves C$ * T, theft J preserves (b * HT if and only if JH 
preserves C$ * T. q 
We record the following essentially trivial result: 
Lemma 2.2. Let J: 93 + % be the inclusion of a full replete subcategory. For 
4 E PYCand S : X- 93, to say that 4 * S exists in 93 and is preserved by J is equally 
to say t~lat 4 * JS exists in % and Lies in the subcategory 26’. 17 
We use this in 
Lemma 2.3. Let J: 93 --, Ce be the inclusion of a full replete subcategory, let 
H: d -+ 3, T : .7C* sd, and c,6 f PrC, and let 4 * T exist and be preserved by JH. 
Then H preserves (p * T. 
Prctof. c$ * JHT exists and is isomorphic to JH(+ * T), so that it lies in 3. By 
Lemma 2.2, the colimit 4 * HT exists and is preserved by J. By (2-l), JH’ is 
invertible, so that H’ is invertible since J is fully faithful. q 
We recall from [5, Section 3.21 that 
Lemma 2.4. A left a~joint fu~ctor preserves ail co~imits that exist. Cl 
The foliowing is a considerable refinement of Lemma 2.4 in the case where the 
right adjoint is fully faithful: it does not require the global existence of the left 
adjoint, and it includes as a special case part of the trivial Lemma 2.2: 
Lemma 2.5. Given # E PYl and S : X-+ 93, let J : $3 --+ Y be fully faithful and let 
d, * JS exist in %. Then C$ * S exists in 93 precisely when C$ * JS admits a re~exion Q 
in 24’3; whereupon #*Sr Q. 
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Proof. Writing R for 4 * JS, we have by (1.1) an isomorphism %(R, C) g 
P.‘X(4, %(LS-, C)) natural in C, and hence an isomorphism 
%‘(R, JB) = PX($, %(.LS-, JB)) = PX(+, 9(S-, B)) (2.2) 
natural in B. To say that the first term of (2.2) admits a representation as 
$I( Q, B) is to say that R has a reflexion Q in 33; while to say that the last term 
admits such a representation is to say that 4 *S exists and is given by Q. q 
3. The category of accessible presheaves 
Recall from [5, Section 3.101 that the ‘V-category “Ir itself is cocomplete; 
moreover, when 4 : Xop-+V and T: X -+ V, both 4 * T and T * 4 make sense, 
and by [5, (3.9)] we have 
4*T=T*$. (3.1) 
For small X, we have the functor category PX = [X0’, y] and the Yoneda 
embedding y : X-+ PX sending k to yk = X-, k). From the Yoneda lemma 
PX(yk, 4) = $k we get at once the Yoneda isomorphism 
yk* T= Tk (3.2) 
for any T : X-+ d. By [5, Section 3.31, PX is cocomplete and its colimits are 
formed pointwise from those in y; equivalently, they are preserved by the 
evaluation functors E, : PX-+ y. Accordingly, we can write the case d = V of the 
Yoneda isomorphism (3.2), using (3.1)) as 
(3.3) 
For large & we cannot speak of a “Y-category [9eop, ‘V] of all y-functors 
AoP -+ @V-that is, of all ‘presheaves’-since the large end I, [FA, GA] which 
would give the desired V-valued-horn [do’, “Ir](F, G) will not in general exist in 
2’. As Lindner [7] pointed out, this end does exist, however, for certain 
presheaves F : dop + V. Following [5, Section 4.81, we call the presheaf F 
accessible if it is the left Kan extension of some 4 : .7Cop+ V with X small along 
some Top : Xop + ~4”‘; which by [5, (4.18)] and (3.1) above is to say that it has 
the form 
FA=‘*&(A, T-). (3.4) 
For an accessible F the end ], [ FA, GA] does indeed exist, an easy calculation 
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giving 
I [4 * &(A, T-), G] = PX($, GToP) . (3.5) 
A 
We accordingly obtain, for any V-category & a V-category P.& whose objects 
are the accessibles F: do’+ ‘V, and whose ‘V-valued-horn is given by the usual 
formula I, [ FA, GA]. The notation is consistent with our earlier use of PX for 
small X, since any 4 : X0’ * Y is trivially accessible (as the left Kan extension of 
itself along the identity) when X is small. 
Every representable a(-, B) is accessible; we express it in the form (3.4) by 
taking 4 = I: 4°p--+%” and T= B: 4 + ~4, where 9 is the unit V-category. The 
map B ++ a(-, B) constitutes a Yoneda embedding y :&+ P&; and calculating 
(3.5) for F = yB gives at once the Yonedu lemma 
P&( yB, G) = GB . (3.6) 
By [5, Proposition 5.341, P& is cocomplete, with colimits formed pointwise. So 
the typical object F of P& as in (3.4) can be written as 
F=cp*yT, (3.7) 
where this is now a colimit in Pzi’. (Heuristically, Psi? is ‘the full subcategory of 
I&“‘, “Ir] given by the small colimits of the representables’; this can be made 
precise (see [5]) by passing to a higher universe where [do’, w^] exists.) 
4. The free @-cocompletion of a category 
Consider a class @ of (small) indexing types, and write @-Cocts for the 
2-category of @-cocomplete categories, @-cocontinuous functors, and natural 
transformations. The greatest such @ is the class R of all small indexing types; we 
write Cocts for R-Cocts. The totality of such @ is the ordered set BR of 
subclasses of R, the least element of which is the empty class 0. For @ C V we 
have the inclusions of 2-categories (not full, although locally so) 
c0cts = n-coctp-, v-c0cts+ @-c0cts+ o-c0cts = V-CAT . (4.1) 
(These 2-categories are improper ones, in that they have more than a set of 
objects. This causes us no problems, since we use them essentially only as names.) 
An alternative formulation of Question B is 
Question B bis. Given @, what is the greatest @ * with @*-Cocts = @-Cocts? 
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In answering the question, we make use of the left bi-adjoint to the inclusion 
@-Cocts+ Y-CAT of (4.1). This bi-adjoint, which sends the v-category &---not 
in general small-to its ‘free @-cocompletion’, was first considered, in the case of 
ordinary categories with @ the class of filtered conical colimits, by Grothendieck 
and Verdier in [3, Section 81, in terms of ‘ind-objects’; see in particular their 
Proposition 8.7.3. A recent account of this approach can be found in [4]. It was 
extended to other classes @ of conical colimits by Deleanu and Hilton [2], who 
also adumbrated the additive case 7f = Ab. For a general Yf, however, it seems 
simplest to construct the free @-cocompletion of ti as a full subcategory of P&, as 
was done in [5]; we recall the result. 
Given d, we regard it as a full subcategory of P& via the embedding 
y : d+ P&, and we write Q(d) for the closure of & in P& under @-colimits. 
That is to say, Q)(d) is the smallest full replete subcategory of Ps~ that contains & 
and has the property that, whenever 4 : Xop -+ 7” lies in @ and T : X- P& takes 
its values in Q(d), the colimit @ * T in P& lies in Q(d). Clearly 
@(&)CW(ti) if@Cc. (4.2) 
We write z : d -+ @(a) and w : @(a) * P& for the inclusions, so that y = wz. Of 
course 
Q(d) is @-cocomplete and w is @-cocontinuous . (4.3) 
Now [5, Theorem 5.351 asserts that z: ti -+ @(a) exhibits @(a) as the free 
@-cocompfetion of ti in the following precise sense: 
Proposition 4.1. For a @-cocomplete % and any &, the functor 
@-Cocts(@(d)), %)+ ‘I’--CAT(sd, Ye> g’ lven by composition with z is an equiva- 
lence of categories, an inverse to which is given by left Kan extension along z. 0 
In the special case where @ is the class R of all indexing types, we have 
fq.!zz)= P5zz ; (4.4) 
for by (3.7) every object F of P.@Z is a small indexed colimit of representables. 
Thus y : .d+ P.s4 exhibits, as in Proposition 4.1, P& as the free cocompletion of 
&. 
Given a functor H : d+ 93, there is by Proposition 4.1, since Q(B) is 
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commutes to within isomorphism, where z’ is the z for B. For the special case 
@ = a, in the light of (4.4), we write PH for O(H), so that 
(4.6) 
Proposition 4.2. For any H : d--+ 93, the diagram 
(4.7) 
commutes to within isomorphism. Thus PH maps Q(d) into Q(B), and we can 
take for @j(H) the restriction of PH. 
Proof. Each of the functors in (4.7) is @-cocontinuous, and the two legs of (4.7) 
have isomorphic composites with z: &--+ Q(d), by (4.5) and (4.6); so by 
Proposition 4.1, these two legs are isomorphic. 0 
We can describe PH, and hence Q(H), quite explicitly. Consider a typical 
object F of P& as in (3.7), where 4 E PYl and T : YC+ d. The cocontinuity of PH 
gives 
(PH)F=(PH)($*yT)=$*(PH)yT=$*yy’HT. (4.8) 
Now (3.7), or (3.4) in its evaluated form, was the assertion that F = Lan,,, 4; so 
(4.8) is equally the assertion that (PH)F = LanHOpTOp$. It now follows from [5, 
Theorem 4.471 that: 
Proposition 4.3. (PH) F = LanHOp F; so that we may take PH to be Lan,,,. 0 
This result is not in [5]. The only use we make of it (in Section 7 below) is the 
following corollary: 
Proposition 4.4. When H : A’--+ 33 is fully faithful, so is PH : P&+ P!33 ; whence, 
by Proposition 4.2, so too is each Q(H). 
Proof. [5, Theorem 4.991, which is expressed in terms of the ‘higher universe’ 
functor categories [do’, “t’] and [ 53 “‘, V], asserts that when Hop : d Op + 92 Op is 
fully faithful, so is LanHoP: [do’, ‘VI’+ [Bop, ‘VI, where [&“‘, clr]’ consists of 
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those F: do’-, 7” for which Lan HOPF exists. Restricting to the honest full 
subcategories P& and Pa gives our result. •i 
We do make quite essential use of the following special case of (4.8). Consider 
again a typical F E P& given by F z 4 * yT as in (3.7), where 4 E PX and 
T : X-+ &. Now (3.3) reads 4 z 4 * y, where for the nonce y : X+ PX denotes 
the Yoneda embedding of the small X. Applying (4.8) with T : X-+ ti in place of 
H: Se+ 93, with 4 in place of F, and with 1: 5Y+ X in place of T, we have 
(PT)+ = + * yT . (4.9) 
Special cases of the following proposition are found in [3, Proposition 8.7.1;], in 
[6], and in [l]; but we can recall no published statement of the general case, even 
for ordinary categories and classical colimits. 
Proposition 4.5. The category d is @-cocomplete if and only ifz : d+ Q(d) has a 
left adjoint r: Q(d) + .&; that is to say, d is reflective in Q(d). 
Proof. If ti is reflective in Q(d) it is, by Lemma 2.5, @-cocomplete because 
@(.&) is so. If ti is @-cocomplete, the class of those objects of P& that admit a 
reflexion into ti contains the objects of ti and is closed in P.& under @-colimits, 
and hence contains G(d); the argument here is essentially that of [5, Proposition 
3.361. Cl 
Note that, in this situation, since z is fully faithful we have 
rz=1. (4.10) 
Proposition 4.6. Let & and 3 be @-cocomplete, and let r, r’ be the left adjoints to 
z, z’ given by Proposition 4.5. Then H: d + 93 is @-cocontinuous if and only if 
the diagram 
commutes to within isomorphism. 
(4.11) 
Proof. If H is @-cocontinuous, each leg of (4.11) is so by Lemma 2.4; but these 
legs have isomorphic composites with z: d--, 4(d) by (4.5) and (4.10), and 
hence are themselves isomorphic by Proposition 4.1. If (4.11) commutes, Hr is 
@-cocontinuous since r’ and Q(H) are so; by Lemma 2.1, therefore, H preserves 
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@-colimits of the form 4 * rS where S: X+ @(a). Since any T: X--+ .d is, by 
(4.10), of the form T g rzT, it follows that H preserves all @-colimits. 0 
5. The answer to Question B 
For a class @ of indexing types, we defined @* in the introduction as the class 
of those indexing types $ answering to Question B, or equivalently to Question B 
bis in Section 4 above; observing that ( )* is clearly a closure operation on the set 
‘9% of subclasses of the class n of all (small) indexing types-meaning that 
@*CT* when @ C !P, that @ C @*, and that @** = @*. Note that, for any .$ 
since by (4.3) @j(d) is @-cocomplete and hence @*-cocomplete, while 
w : Q(d)+ Pd is @-cocontinuous and hence @*-cocontinuous, @(A$) is closed 
in Pd under @*-colimits, giving @*(A!) C Q(d); since @(a) C @*(a) by (4.2), 
we have 
@*(d) = q&4>. (5.1) 
For t,!t E P$, write { @, I+!J} for @ U { +!I}. The assertion of Theorem 1.1 is 
contained in 
Theorem 5.1. For I,/I E P$ with 2 small, the following are equivalent: 
(i) GE@*; 
(ii) For each d, we have @(a) = {@, 4}(d); 
(iii) * E @($); 
(iv) For each T: $+ d, the object $ * yT of Pd lies in Q(d), 
Proof. (i) implies (ii) by (4.2) and (5.1). Since $E $($), being by (3.3) a 
$-colimit of representables, we have $ E { @, $}($) by (4.2), so that (ii) implies 
(iii). Because q!t*yTz (PT)$ by (4.9), (iii) implies (iv) by Proposition 4.2. It 
remains to show that (iv) implies (i). 
Let T: 3 - d where ti is Qb-cocomplete. Since (I, * yT lies in @(a) by (iv), it is 
equally (CI * ZT by Lemma 2.2. If r is the left adjoint of z given by Proposition 4.5, 
+ * rzT exists in & by Lemma 2.4, being r(+ * zT); by (4.10), therefore, (cr * T 
exists in &. Thus & is $-cocomplete. 
Let H: d+ 3 be @-cocontinuous, where JA and 9 are @-cocomplete, and 
again let T: $- ~2. The colimit + * zT of the last paragraph is, by Lemma 2.2, 
preserved by w; by Lemma 2.1 it is preserved, since PH is cocontinuous, by 
(PH)w; by Proposition 4.2, it is preserved by w’@(H); by Lemma 2.3, it is 
preserved by Q(H); by Lemmas 2.4 and 2.1, it is preserved by r’@(H); and by 
Proposition 4.6, it is preserved by Hr. So, by Lemmas 2.4 and 2.1, the colimit 
$ * rzT is preserved by H; whence, by (4. lo), + * T is preserved by H. Thus H is 
$-cocontinuous. 0 
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Proposition 5.2. Given classes Q, and W of indexing types, the f&owing are 
equivalents 
(i) u’* C @*; 
(ii) For each ~2, we have T(d) C @a(d)); 
(iii) For each ~~za~Z X, we have P(X) C @(Yi); 
(iv) @,-cocomptete categories are ty-cocornplete and @-cocontinuous functors 
are ~-coco~t~n~~~~. 
Proof. (i) implies (ii) by (4.2) and (5.1), (ii) implies (iii) trivially, and (iii) implies 
(i) by Theorem 5.1. By the de~nition of @*, (iv) is the assertion that ?P C Q, *; 
since ( )* is a closure operation, this is equivalent to (i). 0 
6. Families of coverings 
We now characterize those classes @ of indexing types for which @ = tP*. For 
any class Q, and any small category X, write @[Yl] for the full subcategory of PX 
determined by those objects 4 of PYl that lie in @; to give @ is of course equally 
to give @[Yt] for each small Yl, and to say that di C IP is to say that @[YC] C !P[YC] 
for each such YL Clearly O[YC] = 0, the empty subcategory of FYC, while 0[YC] = 
PYl. Since # E PYC is a +colimit of representables by (3.2), we have 
@[YCJ c @(YC) ; (6.1) 
and we can re-phrase Theorem 1.1 as 
Q, *[ YC] = @(YL) . (6.2) 
Thus 
rf, = @ * if and only if @[XI = G(X) for each small X , (6.3) 
By (6.1) and the definition of Q(X) in Section 4 above, (6.3) is equivalent to the 
conjunction of the assertions 
xc @[YC] ) 
@[Yt] is closed in PYL under rls-colimits ,
(6.4) 
(6-5) 
for all small X. Betti [l] calls a class @ satisfying (6.4) and (6.5) a fa~iZy of 
coverings; so that 
Pro~~ition 6.1. czi = (D* if and only if @ is a fruity of coverings in Betti’s 
sense. El 
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In Section 5 we wrote %2 for the ordered set of all subclasses of 0; let us now 
write ZZ!L? C !?P.f2 for the set of families of coverings, with the induced order. The 
map ( )* gives a reflexion of 5% onto 20; so that 5!2R like Pti is a complete 
lattice, closed in P.0 under intersections. 
Of course the largest family of coverings is L?, while the smallest is O*. The 
closure O(d) of L&! in PA under the empty set of colimits is the subcategory .& 
itself, or rather the equivalent category given by its repletion in M. If we allow 
ourselves the harmless liberty of writing z# for this repletion, so that O(a) = &, 
we have by (6.2) that O*[X] = LX for each small 7’. Clearly O*-Cocts = 0-Cocts = 
‘V-CAT. 
7. The transfinite construction of @-J(d) 
We can construct @a(&) by transfinite induction; see [S, Section 3.51. Setting 
@()(J&) = &‘, we take for @a+1 (&) the full replete subcategory of P& given by the 
objects of Qe(&) together with all di-colimits in PJ$ of functors X-+ P.d that land 
in (lj,(,Q;z); while for a limit ordinal IY we take Qa(&) = U,,,ds,(.ol). If p is the 
smallest regular cardinal such that card (ob YC) < p for all small X with @[YC] # 0, 
we have at,(&) = @(a). It follows that @(SC) is (e~~~~u~e~~ to) a small cntegory 
for each smaiE X, if Qi is small; for then p is small. For any &, at all, we have 
Qz,(&) = @j(d)), where w is the inaccessible cardinal corresponding to our chosen 
universe. Even when ‘V = Set and @ consists only of conical colimits, there need 
be no small p with @&,(._&) = Q(d). 
Note that, by (3.3), we always have 
@[Xl c @lP,(W * (7.1) 
If CD contains the indexing type I: 4” * “Y where $ is the unit Y-category 
(which, since Z is representable, @ must do if it satisfies (6.4)), Qa+,(&) can be 
described more simply as all the ds-colimits in P.d of functors that land in Qfi(&); 
each object of rP, (JZ?) . IS automatically such a colimit, since I * Tz T for 
T:$-+Pd. 
Conditions under which Q1(4) is already @(&)-which is to say that Q1(.&) is 
closed in R& (or equivalently in at(&)) under @-colimits-have been studied, for 
ordinary categories and conical coiimits, by Wood IlO] and by Tholen 191. We say 
just a little about this. 
Write u:.&+ @,(&) and u:@,(d) -+ @(t;l) for the full inclusions, so that 
z = uu. For H: coul--+ 93, the @-cocontinuous Q(N): a(&)+ Q(B) maps ti into 
% by (4.5), and hence maps @r(d) into ~,(~); writing ~~(~) for its restriction, 
we expand (4.5) to 
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and we note that @r(H) is fully faithful when H is so, by Proposition 4.4. 
Lemma 7.1. Each T : X+ Q1 (93 ) with 2” small factorizes as 
for some small full subcategory & of 28. 
Proof. For each k E YE, either Tk is an object B, of ?A’ or else u’TK is of the form 
I,!J~ * z’Qk for some ek E cD[$~] and some Qk : $k + 93. Since Yl is small and each 
$k is small, there is a small full subcategory ti of 3, with inclusion H: d+ 93, 
such that each B, lies in ti and each Qk factorizes as 
By (4.5) and the @-cocontinuity of Q(H) we have I+!J~ * z’Qk = q!~~* z’HR, G 
$k * @(H)zR, = @(W(A * zR,). Since & * zR, lies in @,(a), each Tk lies in the 
image of QP,(H). Cl 
Proposition 7.2. In order that @, (22 ) = @(a ) f or all 223, it suffices that it be so for 
all small 3. 
Proof. We show that @r(3) is closed in CD(%) under @-colimits. Given 4 E 
@[Xl and T: X + Q,(B), let Se, S, and H be as in Lemma 7.1. Then C$ * v’T= 
C#J * u’QI(H)S z 4 * @(H)uS g @(H)(+ * US). Since @r(d) = @(Se) by hypo- 
thesis, 4 * US lies in @r (&), whence its image I#I * u ’ T under Q(H) lies in 
@I(B). 0 
One can approach the results of [lo] and [9] by using Proposition 7.2 in the case 
Y” = Set, recalling that C#I : X” Op + Set corresponds to a discrete fibration d : X-+ LX, 
and using the Street-Walters factorization [S] of a functor into a final functor and 
a discrete fibration. We leave this aside, contenting ourselves with the observation 
that: 
Proposition 7.3. When @ is a family of coverings, we have @(a) = QI(a), which 
consists of the @-colimits in @(sI) (or in PA?) of the representables. 
Proof. By (6.3) and (7.1), @r(X) = CD(X) f or small X, so that @r(d) = Q(d) for 
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all & by Proposition 7.2. Since @ satisfies (6.4), @r(a) consists of the @-colimits 
of the representables, by the third paragraph of this section. 0 
This gives a result which does not, on the face of it, seem obvious: 
Proposition 7.4. For any @, any object F of @(a) has the form 
F=$*zT 
for some I,!J E @*[Xl = Q(X) and some T: X+ sd. 0 




8. On Questions B’ and A’ 
For a class @ of indexing types, we write (as in the introduction) @+ for the 
class of those + such that every @-cocomplete & is $-cocomplete; of course ( )’ 
is again a closure operation on Y0, clearly with @* C @ ‘. 
Theorem 8.1. For rC, E P&t with 9 small, the following are equivalent: 
(i) *E@+; 
(ii) ds(&) is $-cocomplete for each &; 
(iii) For each T : 2 --+ ,cQ, the colimit +!I * tT exists in Q(d); 
(iv) For each T : 2 -+ d, the object I,!I * yT of P& admits a reflexion in CD(&). 
Proof. Trivially (i) implies (ii) (since @(a) is @-cocomplete) and (ii) implies (iii), 
while (iii) is equivalent to (iv) by Lemma 2.5. It remains to show that (iii) implies 
(i). Let T: $+ sd where JZZ is @-cocomplete, and let r be the reflexion of 
Proposition 4.5. By (iii) and Lemma 2.4, & admits the colimit Cc, * rzT, and hence 
by (4.10) the colimit I+!I * T. 0 
Remark 8.2. Theorem S.l(iv) is clearly a weakening of Theorem 5.l(iv); we do 
not know whether it is strictly weaker. However the special case of Theorem 
S.l(iv) given by T = 1: $+ 8;, which by (3.3) is the assertion that I,!J E P$ admits 
a reflexion in @( $), is strictly weaker than the assertion + E @( 8) of Theorem 
S.l(iii), even when z’ = Set and @ consists of the Al : Ylop+ Set for the small Xin 
some class A, as in Question A’. For instance, if A consists of the connected small 
categories and 2 = 1, we have P2 = Set and @( 2) = {l} C Set; and every object 
of Set admits a rellexion into (1). 
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For some very special indexing types +, however, Theorem 8.1 allows us to 
conclude that $ E @*, given that + E Qt. We leave to the reader the easy proof 
of 
Lemma 8.3. Let J : 93 + Ce be the inclusion of a full replete subcategory, and let % 
have a terminal object 1. If 1 admits a reflexion in 93, then it already lies in 93. 0 
If 1 denotes the terminal object of the base-category V, the constant “Ir-functor 
Al: $“‘+ ‘7 is the terminal object of P$. If Al E @+, the special case T = 
1: $+ 9 of Theorem 8.l(iv) asserts that Al has a reflexion in @( 2); by Lemma 
8.3 it then lies in @($), so that Theorem 5.1 gives 
Theorem 8.4. For any class 4, if Al: 2 “p--+clrlies in @+, then it lies in @*. 0 
For a general V, there is no reason to suppose that Al-indexed colimits are of 
any interest. For example, if “I’ is abelian groups, or modules over a commutative 
ring, or differential graded modules, or Banach spaces, the terminal object 1 of V 
is also the initial object 0, whence Al = AO, and Al * T for T : $- s2 is according- 
ly just the initial object of &. However, Al-indexed colimits are certainly of 
interest (see [5, Section 3.91) when 2’ is Cartesian closed, or more generally when 
the terminal 1 is also the unit object I of ‘V. In particular, as we said in the 
introduction, when “Ir = Set, the indexed colimit Al * T for T: j?- Se is the 
classical conical colimit of T; so that Theorem 8.4, together with the discussion 
preceding Theorem 1.2, gives the following, which goes beyond our assertion in 
the introduction that Question A’ has the same answer as Question A: 
Theorem 8.5. Let V = Set, let @ be any class of small indexing types, not 
necessarily conical ones, and let $5 be a small category. Then if every locally-small 
@-cocomplete ti is $-cocomplete, it is also the case that every @-cocontinuous 
H: d- !?2 is $-cocontinuous (whether & and 92 are locally small or not). 0 
Our ignorance whether @’ coincides with @ *, even when V = Set, relates 
therefore to the general indexing type I,,+ E P$, not of the form Al. We record 
what little we know, going back to case of a general Y. 
Proposition 8.6. For any class @, the class Qt is a family of coverings. 
Proof. We need (6.4) and (6.5) for small YC, with @’ in place of @. Since @* C 0’ 
and 5YC @*[YC], we do have (6.4) for @‘; so it remains to show that @ ‘[YC] is 
closed in PX under @ ‘-colimits. 
Consider 4 E @ ’ [ 21 and T : 9 - PrC such that each Tj lies in @ ’ [ YC] ; we are to 
show that (c, * T lies in @J ‘[ZK]. By Theorem 8.1, therefore, we are to show that, 
for any S : YC+ d, the object (I,!J * T) * yS of P& admits a reflexion into @(Se). By 
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[5, (3.23)], we have (I/J * T) * yS g I,!J * (T- * yS), = $ * Q say where Qj = Tj * yS. 
Since Tj E @+, each Q j admits a reflexion in @(a) by Theorem 8.1. Since the 
@-cocomplete CD(&) admits t/t-indexed colimits, 11, * Q admits a reflexion in @(a) 
by [5, Proposition 3.361. 0 
Proposition 8.7. For any class @, the full inclusion Q(d) = Q*(d) C Q’(d) 
admits a left adjoint. 
Proof. Write X: ti+ @‘(a) for the inclusion. By Propositions 7.4 and 8.6, each 
FE Q’(d) has the form I,!J *XT for some rC, E @‘[Xl and some T: 3X-+ d. Since 
each xTk lies in & C Q(d) and thus trivially admits a reflexion in Q(d), and 
since the @-cocomplete @(a) admits $-colimits, F z I/J * XT has a reflexion in 
Q(d). 0 
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